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Co-Creation Cases
The main contents of NYK Group ESG Story 2023 are based on NYK’s 
material issues: Safety, Environment, and Human Resources. 
The material issues, their associated visions, and the key themes for 
realizing them are determined following approval by the Management 
Meeting and the Board of Directors. The determination process also 
entails discussions among many employees and managers. 
This section provides examples of our co-creation cases with the various 
stakeholders involved in the key themes. 
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01｜Safety 
The NYK Group supports logistics sites with its expert knowledge, skills, and experience based on a 
high level of safety awareness while continuing to be an organization where people create safety and 
safety protects and nurtures people’s lives and livelihoods. 

Preventing serious accidents and 
incidents Because safety is at the core of ESG management and is the first priority in all matters for the NYK Group. 
Maintaining and enhancing safety 
awareness 

Because we aim to maintain a high level of safety by passing on to the next generation the lessons learned from past serious accidents and ensuring 
that they are not forgotten. 

Complying with occupational health 
and safety 

Because safety is premised on the establishment of accident-free environments where NYK Group employees and supply chain personnel can work 
with peace of mind. 

Responding to operational risk Because, as a comprehensive logistics company, we must fulfill our social mission and responsibility to support our customers’ supply chains. 

Strengthening cybersecurity Because the upgrading of IT security and management of systems are essential for safe logistics. 

02｜Environment 
The NYK Group will continue to be a force that supports the sustainable development of the Earth and 
humanity by taking a leading role in solving environmental issues on a global scale through continuous 
co-creation of necessary value for the future beyond the scope of a comprehensive logistics company. 

Promoting decarbonization Because, given that GHG emissions mainly from ships significantly impact the environment, the NYK Group views decarbonization as a matter of the 
highest priority. 

Responding to climate change risk Because, due to the fact that the NYK Group operates businesses in the natural environment, climate change is an environmental issue that could 
significantly affect the Group’s business. 

Preserving marine and biodiversity Because, as a corporate group whose founding business was maritime shipping, we have a responsibility to protect the ocean and the organisms that 
inhabit it. 

Preventing air pollution Because, given that GHG emissions mainly from ships have a significant impact on the atmosphere, we need to fulfill our responsibility in this regard. 

Building sustainable supply chains Because, as a corporate group that is responsible for part of the supply chain, we need to ensure that the entire life cycles of ships are sustainable, 
from shipbuilding through to ship dismantling.

03｜Human Resources 
The NYK Group encourages all employees to vigorously bring their best and authentic selves to work 
and to perform at their full potential, thereby enabling us to remain a good corporate citizen implementing 
social sustainability initiatives. 

Enhancing employee engagement Because the strength of the NYK Group lies in the vitality and vibrancy with which its employees work. 

Ensuring diversity and inclusion Because the Group aims to advance Groupwide management that utilizes the diversity of its workforce and encompasses a range of values. 

Developing talent management Because developing personnel and assigning the right person to the right  place  will enable us to maximize its value. 
Co-creating to achieve our mission of 
“Bringing value to life”* 

Because we aim to increase the value of all Group businesses by taking on the challenge of creating new businesses and implementing ambidextrous 
management. 

Respecting human rights Because we want to not only prevent in-house harassment but also responsibly address human rights issues in the value chain as a corporate group. 

Co-existing with local communities Because, as a company that operates businesses in various regions around the world, our aim is to create value based on harmony and co-existence
with local communities. 

Fostering ethical workplaces Because the NYK Group aims to retain its appeal by respecting the labor practices of each country and region in which it operates. 

Vision 

* Including crew members, dispatched personnel, personnel with fixed employment periods, and vendors 

Key Themes Linked to the NYK Group’s Material Issues and the Backgrounds 
for Selecting Said Themes

Vision 

Vision 
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Preventing serious accidents and 
incidents

Complying with occupational
health and safety

Responding to operational risk

Promoting decarbonization

Promoting decarbonization

Responding to
climate change risk

Preserving marine and
biodiversity

Building sustainable supply chains

Ensuring diversity and inclusion

Developing talent management

Co-creating to achieve our mission
of “Bringing value to life”

Co-creating to achieve our mission
of “Bringing value to life”

Respecting human rights

Co-existing with local communities

Co-existing with local communities

Strengthening cybersecurity Responding to operational risk

Maintaining and enhancing 
safety awareness

Preventing serious accidents 
and incidents

Complying with occupational
health and safety

Preventing serious accidents 
and incidents

Complying with occupational
health and safety

Responding to
climate change risk

Preventing air pollution Building sustainable
supply chains

Promoting decarbonization

Co-creating to achieve
our mission of

“Bringing value to life”

Developing talent management

Co-creating to achieve
our mission of 

“Bringing value to life”

Enhancing employee 
engagement Ensuring diversity and inclusion

Co-existing with local 
communities

Complying with occupational
health and safety

Building sustainable
supply chains Fostering ethical workplaces

Preventing air pollution Developing talent management

Enhancing employee 
engagement

Examples at a Glance 

3

Promoting decarbonization Responding to
climate change risk

Promoting decarbonization Preventing air pollution
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Data at one-minute 
intervals 

Enabling detailed, real-time 
verification when anomalies 
are detected or issues arise 

Ships equipped with SIMS3: 
73* *As of the end of October 2023 

Data collected from ship 
operations is analyzed and 
visualized in easy-to-understand 
graphs and other formats. The application is being built for 
ship operators.

Based in Manila in the Philippines, RDC experts analyze the 
anomalies in engine data detected by anomaly detection 
systems in light of their own knowledge and experience as 
marine engineers, and the results of analyses are reported to 
vessels and ship management companies. The center’s 
functions are being increased and enhanced. 

Preventing serious accidents
and incidents Strengthening cybersecurity Responding to operational riskRelated Key Themes |

Support for Safer, More-Efficient Ship Operations through the Use of Ship Data 

Newly established 
Maritime IT 
Committee 

In SIMS3 (Ship Information Management System), detailed data on ships’ operational status and fuel efficiency can be shared in real-
time (every minute) between ships and onshore operations. 
Moreover, we are reducing serious accidents and maintenance costs and reforming the workstyles of crew members by installing more 
sensors to increase the scope and sophistication of anomaly detection. 
In addition, given the increased volume of data being shared between ships and onshore operations, we have established the Maritime 
IT Committee to strengthen the safety of ship operations in relation to digital technologies. Combining the expertise of marine 
engineers and members with competence in relation to digital transformation, the committee is heightening cybersecurity by enhancing 
the onshore monitoring of ships’ IoT data and cybersecurity risks. 

Additional sensors for 
onshore  monitoring 

and automatic 
 anomaly detection 

LiVE for Operator

MaSSA Insight—WADATSUMI—
Through co-creation with BEMAC, we are developing 
LiVE for Shipmanager. The NYK Group is using its 
knowledge to help evolve the maritime industry as a 
whole.

Remote 
Diagnostic Center

SIMS Ship Information 
Management System

Speed (over ground/water), wind 
direction, wind speed, course, rudder 
angle, etc. 

Voyage-related data 

Engine-related data 
Fuel consumption, engine speed (RPM), 
horsepower, exhaust gas temperature of 
main engine, and cooling water 
temperature 
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External events 
Countermeasures to incidents, 

revisions to rules and 
regulations, revisions to standards 

and guidelines, etc. 

Through assessments based on our original NAV9000 quality assurance standards, which were established in 1998, we monitor the 
safety of not only NYK-owned ships but also our fleet of chartered ships. Also, based on NAV9000, our safety activities heighten safety 
levels and foster a culture of safety through dialogues that include shipowners and the employees of ship management companies, who 
are important stakeholders. 
With the motto “together with our partners,” our employees visit operating ships, shipowners' offices, and ship management companies 
and directly exchange information with their representatives to maintain strong partnerships and realize an advanced safety 
management system that anticipates safety issues. 

Dialogues together 
Through in-person dialogues between our employees and crew members as well 
as company managers, we share safety information, customer requirements, the 
latest industry standards, and our experience. We aim to grow with society by 
implementing highly effective measures together. 

NYK NAV9000 checklist of 
approximately 1,500 items 

Aimed at safe ship operations 
and environmental preservation 

Request ship safety 
assessment or 
improvement 

Sharing safety 
culture through 

face-to-face 
dialogue 

 Pointing out areas for improvement 
 Providing advice on ship operations 

and ship management

Clients 

Request 

Report 

NAV9000

Re
vis

e 

Update 

Submit corrective 
action plan 

INPUT

Partners together
Our activities cover approximately all 700 of our operating 
ships, including NYK-owned ships and chartered ships. 
Since the establishment of NAV9000, we have conducted 
dialogues that also include chartered ships and crew 
members. We conduct safety assessments of approximately 
200 ships and 30 companies per year.

Business expansion together 
We received additional ISO9001:2015 
certification from Nippon Kaiji Kyokai 
(ClassNK) for NAV9000 assessment 
activities targeting crew transfer 
vessels (CTVs) for offshore wind 
power generation. 

NAV9000 Assessment Activities Based on Dialogues 
Related Key Themes | Complying with occupational

health and safety
Maintaining and enhancing

safety awareness
Preventing serious accidents

and incidents

We are committed to achieving high levels of quality 
management and safety in ship operations together with 
expanding businesses.
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DynaMoor is a system that is installed on piers and connected to 
ships’ mooring lines. By using electronically controlled hydraulic 
dampers, the system adjusts mooring line tension to maintain it at a 
constant level. The system can be installed in a small area and helps 
enhance cargo-handling safety and port utilization rates. 

DynaMoor

Improvement of ports through co-creation with a marine port materials manufacturer 

In berths facing the open sea, ships 
are prone to hull shaking caused by 
sea swells and long-period waves.
─ Reduction in ship and port utilization 

rates due to cargo-handling interruptions 
and evacuation from ports 

─ Concerns about work safety being 
affected by the breakage of mooring 
lines

Introduction of Equipment That Suppresses Hull Shaking to Enable Safe, Efficient Cargo Handling
At ports facing the open sea, ships are prone to hull shaking even while in berth, leading to various undesirable effects. Also, the 
introduction of larger ships in recent years has created a need for the further enhancement of both port safety and port utilization rates. 
Consequently, the suppression of hull shaking has become a pressing issue. 
To solve this issue, we have collaborated with Trelleborg Marine Systems to install two DynaMoor Type-L ship mooring systems at the 
coal discharging berth of JERA’s Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station on a one-year trial basis. Through this trial, we are obtaining 
performance data and verifying the effectiveness of the system. With the cooperation of our partners, we are also addressing on-site 
issues in the supply chain—from transportation operations through to loading and unloading operations.

Issues 

Sales and technical consulting Manufacturer (Sweden) 

Operator 
• Network (customers and 

ports) 
• Experience gained from 

ship operations and ship 
handling 

Strengths 
• Excellent products 

(DynaMoor and AutoMoor)

Scientific approach
• Operational data on Japanese ports 
• Data on weather and sea conditions 

(mechanisms of swells and long-
period waves) 

• Product effectiveness verification 
tailored to the conditions at each site 

Related Key Themes | Responding to operational risk Complying with occupational
health and safety

Preventing serious accidents
and incidents
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Joint Development of Ammonia-Fueled Ships for Decarbonization 
Upon receiving a subsidy from the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) as a consortium engaged 
in a Green Innovation Fund project, five entities—including a Japanese shipbuilding company, an engine manufacturer, and a ship 
classification society—began the development of ammonia-fueled ships in 2022. By utilizing ammonia as a next-generation fuel, we 
hope to significantly reduce GHG emissions during voyages. Together with our consortium partners, we will find solutions to numerous 
challenging issues and advance trailblazing initiatives aimed at changing the future through the maritime industry. All processes, from 
engine development and manufacturing through to shipbuilding, will be carried out in Japan.

Co-creation system 

Development of main 
engines for oceangoing 
ships 

Ammonia fuel 
Development of ammonia 
carrier (oceangoing ship) 
hull 

Technical verification of safety 
Basic research on the formulation of 

international guidelines 
Regulatory compliance support 

Ship operations, 
regulatory compliance, 
and feasibility study 

 Ammonia-Fueled Tugboat 

 Ammonia-Fueled Ammonia Gas Carrier

The world’s first ammonia-fueled ship is scheduled to be delivered in 2024. 
We are engaged in R&D with IHI Power Systems, and in July 2022 our 
ammonia-fueled tugboat received an approval in principle (AiP) from 
ClassNK. In April 2023, we succeeded in the world's first stable combustion 
of ammonia fuel with a mixed fuel percentage of 80%. 

Using knowledge garnered from developing the tugboat, we aim to complete 
construction of a carrier in 2026. 
We are conducting R&D in partnership with Japan Engine, IHI Power 
Systems, and Nihon Shipyard. 
In September 2022, we obtained an AiP from ClassNK. 
In May 2023, we successfully tested the world’s first mixed combustion of 
ammonia in a single cylinder 2-stroke engine. 

Ammonia-fueled ships 
• Promote R&D through co-creation 
• Accumulate insight upfront by 

commencing service early (2030–) 
• Increase the number of ships

First vessel 
commences service 

International vessel 
commences service 

Tugboat Ammonia-fueled 
ammonia gas carrier 

Car carrier 

Upscale

Replace main engines to shift to 
ammonia-fueled vessels 

Related Key Themes | Promoting decarbonization Complying with occupational 
health and safety

Responding to
climate change risk

Ammonia fuel 
Development of tugboat 
(coastal ship) hull 

Development of auxiliary 
engines for oceangoing 
ships 
Development of main 
engines for coastal ships 
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The NYK Group delivered the world’s first LNG bunkering vessel in Europe in 2017 and started co-creation with various partners in 2018 
for implementation within Japan. To facilitate LNG-fueled ship operations, we are establishing an LNG supply network and infrastructure 
that will ensure the stability of business operations from the outset.
We will utilize the safety technologies, ship operational know-how, and partnership expertise acquired through LNG initiatives to 
convert to ammonia, hydrogen, and other environment-friendly ship fuels. In this way, we aim to achieve net-zero emissions going 
forward. 

Provision of Low-Carbon Transportation Services Based on the Practical Use of LNG Fuel for Ships 

Low-carbon transportation services Establishment of LNG fuel supply infrastructure 

Trading 
companies 

Energy providers 

Manufacturer Establishment of LNG 
fuel supply infrastructure 
through a joint venture 
and the launch of Japan’s 
first LNG bunkering vessel

2020 onward 
Service commencement 
of LNG-fueled pure car 
and truck carriers in stages 
Contribution to customers’ 
GHG emissions reductions

Toyota Motor 
Corporation 

Energy-efficiency improvements 
Utilization of biofuels 

Advancement of LNG-fueled 
ship introduction 

Fuel conversion 
Realization of 

net-zero 
emissions 

2021 2030 2050Medium-term strategy Long-term strategy 

GHG emissions 

Reduction of 
45%～ Biofuels and synthetic fuels

Carbon offsetting 

Development of Similar Initiatives in Other
NYK Group Businesses
The establishment of a low-carbon LNG fuel supply infrastructure is a 
bridging solution and the first step toward decarbonization. Aiming to 
achieve net-zero emissions and co-exist and prosper with various 
partners and customers, we will continue co-creation with them in 
such initiatives as the construction of ammonia and hydrogen supply 
chains. 

The NYK Group’s Scenario for Achieving Net-Zero Emissions 

Mazda Motor 
Corporation 

Related Key Themes | Promoting decarbonization Preventing air pollution Building sustainable
supply chains

(FY)
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We have begun studying a liquefied CO2 transportation business in response to a commission received from a consortium that 
comprises ENEOS Corporation, Electric Power Development, and JX Nippon Oil & Gas Exploration Corporation. The consortium is 
engaged in a feasibility study on advanced carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) projects in Japan, which is being promoted by 
JOGMEC (Japan Organization for Metals and Energy Security).
There are three methods of liquified CO2 transportation. The methods use different transportation temperatures and pressures: (1) low 
temperature, low pressure; (2) medium temperature, medium pressure; and (3) ambient temperature, elevated pressure 
(LCO2-EP system). To meet the needs of various projects, the NYK Group has worked on all three methods and obtained an approval in 
principle (AiP) for each method. Among these methods, the LCO2-EP system is a proprietary technology developed by KNCC, a joint 
venture between NYK and the Knutsen Group of Norway. General approval for ship application (GASA) has already been received for a 
detailed system design, which is based on a design that previously received an AiP. The system’s technology is attracting a great deal 
of attention, especially in the European market, which leads in the advancement of CCS businesses.

CCS Projects in Transportation Businesses Aimed at Realizing a Low-Carbon Society
Related Key Themes | Responding to

climate change risk

CCS Value Chain

* A system that enables the loading and unloading of  
   cargo through the bow of a tanker

Temporary
storage

CO2 capture and 
liquefaction

CO2

Maritime shipping

CO2 CO2

Oil, natural gas, etc.

CO2

Capture of CO2 from oil and natural gas rigs

Loading at port

Transfer through use of 
bow loading system*

Direct injection beneath seabed

Transfer to floating storage injection unit
and injection beneath seabed

Inland transportation

CO2

Storage

CO2

Storage
CO2 CO2

Storage

Transportation method

Technology development KNCC Joint initiative 
between NYK and
Mitsubishi Shipbuilding

Ship class certification Class DNV (AiP) 2022
Class DNV (GASA) 2023 ClassNK (AiP) 2022

Ambient temperature, 
elevated pressure (LCO2-EP system)

Low temperature,
low pressure

Medium temperature,
 medium pressure

KNCC’s verification
test site ©Mitsubishi Shipbuilding©KNCC

 Liquefied CO2 transportation methods

Promoting decarbonization
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Construction of a Clean Energy Supply Chain
Related Key Themes | Promoting decarbonization Preventing air pollution

The NYK Group, “K” Line, and MOL have taken stakes in JSE Ocean, 
which is a subsidiary of JSE, with the aim of contributing to a 
commercial-scale global supply chain for hydrogen through the 
establishment of the maritime shipping of liquefied hydrogen.
Specifically, by the end of 2024 we will complete a joint study on the 
safe and efficient operation of the world’s first large-scale liquefied 
hydrogen carrier. We will also jointly develop a viable business 
scheme for the utilization of such ships in maritime shipping. 
Moreover, the aforementioned liquefied hydrogen carrier will be 
powered by hydrogen, significantly reducing the CO2 emissions of 
ship operations. The Basic Hydrogen Strategy, which was revised by 
the Japanese government in June 2023, commits the country to 
achieving hydrogen introduction targets of 3 million tons per year by 
2030, 12 million tons per year by 2040, and 20 million tons per year 
by 2050. To realize hydrogen supplies in line with the large quantities 
and low cost targeted, the establishment of a global hydrogen supply 
chain centered on maritime shipping will be critical.

 Capital Participation in JSE Ocean to Establish 
a Global Supply Chain for Liquefied Hydrogen

 Supply of Tidally Generated Power to an Off-
Grid Island for First Time in Southeast Asia

The NYK Group has joined a tidal power generation project that is 
being implemented by Bluenergy Solutions, a provider of offshore 
renewable energy solutions. The project is conducting verification 
tests of tidal power generation off Raffles Lighthouse on Satumu 
Island, about 14 kilometers from the main island of Singapore.
By tidally generating power and supplying it, the project aims to 
establish commercial operations and to support the early realization 
of a carbon-free society.

A conceptual drawing of
a 160,000-cubic-meter
liquefied hydrogen carrier

©Kawasaki Heavy Industries
Raffles Lighthouse
©Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore

A rendering of a power 
generation barge
(Four turbines)

©Kawasaki Heavy Industries
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Chilean state-owned copper producer CODELCO and NYK Bulk & Project Carriers (NBP) have signed a memorandum of understanding 
on jointly studying the decarbonized maritime shipping of copper products. Based on the memorandum, in November 2023 NBP and 
Oshima Shipbuilding concluded an agreement on a study concerning the construction of up to 15 ammonia-fueled Handymax bulk 
carriers*1 from the second half of the 2020s onward. If completed, the ships are likely to be the world’s first ammonia-fueled Handymax 
bulk carriers. CODELCO and NBP plan to use the ships for the transportation of copper products to the Far East.
Global demand for copper is expected to increase due to such factors as the development of power grids for offshore wind power 
generation and the spread of electric vehicles. CODELCO and NBP will continue research and development aimed at achieving carbon-
free copper products that do not emit any GHG emissions during their production, transportation, and supply.

Japan–Chile Project for the Zero-Emission Transportation of Copper Products 

• CODELCO and NBP will jointly study the decarbonization 
of the maritime shipping of copper products. 

• CODELCO will consider a long-term consecutive voyage 
contract that utilizes NBP’s fleet of decarbonized ships 
for the transportation of copper products. 

• NBP will study new technologies with a view to realizing 
decarbonized ships and decarbonization of the maritime 
shipping of copper products.

Left: Carlos Alvarado, Chief Commercial Officer, CODELCO 
Middle: Máximo Pacheco, Chairman of the Board, CODELCO 
Right: Masashi Suda, President, NBP 

Summary of the memorandum of 
understanding 

Related Key Themes | Responding to
climate change risk Promoting decarbonization

*1 Handymax bulk carriers have a deadweight of around 50,000 tons and transport a wide variety of dry bulk cargoes. 
     As they are equipped with cranes, Handymax bulk carriers can load and unload cargo at any port.
*2 This is a project led by the Chilean government, which aims to increase the production and use of renewable energy, 
     and the Maersk Mc-Kinney Møller Center for Zero Carbon Shipping, which is focused on decarbonized transportation.

We will seek co-creation with other 
mining/trading companies through 
utilization of the Chilean Green 
Corridors Network Project,*2 
in which we already participate. 

Transportation of
copper concentrates
for copper smelting

Construction of Ammonia-Fueled Handymax Bulk Carriers
As ammonia has a lower calorific value per unit than other fuels, 
ammonia-fueled ships require larger fuel tanks than conventional 
ships. Therefore, the introduction of
ammonia as a fuel for Handymax
bulk carriers is an  ambitious
initiative due to their smallness.
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Developed by the Graduate School of Life Sciences, Tohoku University, this database accumulates 
the results of environmental DNA surveys. 
Companies, academic societies, and government agencies participate in the ANEMONE Consortium 
as its initiating members. 
Since sufficient data had been accumulated, in June 2022 the database was launched as the world’s 
first environmental DNA database open to the public. 

ANEMONE DB

DNA from organism body fluids and feces is dissolved in the water. 

Comprehensive amplification 
and analysis of the DNA 

in water samples 

Amplification and analysis of 
the DNA of the main targets 

in water samples 

Creation of a list of the 
organism species that may inhabit 

the water 

Determination of the presence 
or absence of habitation, species,

 and approximate biomass 
DNA detected → Inhabited!

Water sampling 

Water sampled from oceans, 
rivers, and lakes 

Seawater sampling will be 
performed by Mashiu, 

a vessel operated by Kinkai 
Yusen Kaisha Ltd. 

In conserving biodiversity, the first step is to grasp the current status of nature. However, ecological surveys of oceans require an 
enormous amount of labor and expense. Until recently, a method of efficiently surveying wide areas had not been established. 
Environmental DNA analysis makes possible innovative ecological surveys that reveal the types and distribution of living organisms by 
using “a bucket of water.” As it can be used to survey the current conditions in extensive sea areas, environmental DNA makes 
biodiversity visible, thereby enabling the use of analysis results for the conservation and planned utilization of organisms. 

Realization of Marine Life Conservation through Participation in a Biodiversity Observation Network 

Source: The Japanese website of Environmental Research & Solutions Co., Ltd. (ctiers.co.jp) 

Display in the database of the 
fish species whose DNA was 

detected and their distribution 

Related Key Themes | Preserving marine and
biodiversity

Co-creating to achieve our
mission of “Bringing value to life”

Every month, the NYK Group samples seawater on its commercial shipping routes and provides the samples to the ANEMONE
Consortium. We will continue to conduct research activities and contribute to the expansion of the ANEMONE DB and the 
territories it surveys. 

http://www.ctiers.co.jp/business/dna/index.html#:%7E:text=%E7%92%B0%E5%A2%83DNA%E3%81%A8%E3%81%AF%E3%80%81%E6%B5%B7,%E3%81%AE%E6%8A%8A%E6%8F%A1%E3%81%8C%E5%8F%AF%E8%83%BD%E3%81%A7%E3%81%99%E3%80%82
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JAXA Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

External partners 

(Innovation Promotion, Offshore Business, Marine, Technical, and 
Decarbonization groups) 

The NYK Group 

Advantages of launching rockets from the ocean

 Rockets can be launched at the ideal time. 
 Rockets can achieve orbital insertion using 

the optimal launch method. 
 Costs can be reduced. 
 The capacity of launch sites can be 

increased.

Challenge of a Space Business Development Initiative to Realize Ambidextrous Management
In FY2020, the launching of rockets from the ocean was proposed by NYK Digital Academy trainees. The proposal and the trainees' 
enthusiasm were well received by management, and initiatives were begun with the aim of creating a new business. In March 2022, the 
NYK Group and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries submitted a joint application to the Innovative Future Space Transportation Program of the 
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). The application was accepted, and the three parties started joint research on the theme of 
marine retrieval of a reusable rocket. 
Currently, in addition to the offshore launch and recovery of rockets, we are conducting research with various partners with a view to 
providing a wide range of services that use the management resources the Group has as a comprehensive logistics company. These 
services include the utilization of data collected from launched satellites for ships and ports and the land transportation of rockets and 
satellites. 

Co-creation participants 

Related Key Themes | Building sustainable
supply chains Developing talent management

Advantages of recovering rockets from the ocean 

 Costs can be reduced by 
reusing rockets. 

 Rockets can be launched 
more frequently. 
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2021
Appointment of an Indonesian captain and an 
Indonesian chief engineer

2023
Appointment of a Nigerian captain 
and a Nigerian chief engineer 

2013
Appointment of a Filipino captain 
and a Filipino chief engineer 

Examples of global personnel mobility 

Multinational Captains and Chief Engineers / Organization That Integrates Onshore and Offshore Operations 

Our goal is to develop high-quality crew members and contribute to 
job creation in a range of countries. We are fostering high-quality 
crew members regardless of their nationality. This is a concrete 
result of our initiatives to promote excellent crew members to senior 
positions on board high-risk vessels.* 

 Appointment of Captains and Chief 
Engineers from Various Countries 

 Personnel Who Combine Frontline and
Leadership Capabilities Rooted in Onboard 
Experience 
Working onshore gives multinational marine engineers the 
opportunity to utilize their knowledge while learning about the 
duties of onshore positions. Further, the collective organizational 
strength resulting from these systems has led to co-creation among 
Group companies around the world. 

• Utilization of personnel regardless of nationality or country of residence 
• Roles of non-Japanese marine engineers at the head office and Group

companies

Regions providing most of 
our crew members 

Percentage of Japanese marine engineers working onshore 

455
377 307 310 308

254
240

260 283 299

35.8%
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Total number in offshore positions
Total number in onshore positions
Percentage in onshore positions

(FY)

* Vessels that transport hazardous materials, such as tankers and LNG carriers 

Related Key Themes | Ensuring diversity and
inclusion

Co-creating to achieve our
mission of “Bringing value to life”
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70 employees
101 employees

178 employees

2021 2022 2023

A workshop on design thinking in Singapore 

In this approximately nine-month training program, employees learn 
about the creation of new markets and clients in an era of increasing 
uncertainty. 
In FY2023, the academy held a workshop on design thinking in 
Singapore. Collaborating with the personnel of a local Group 
company and interacting with the representatives of start-ups over 
three days, participants learned methods of innovation and 
developed the qualities and abilities of business leaders. 
We are currently strengthening external tie-ups with universities and 
companies in Japan and overseas through activities such as 
providing lectures and training.

Program design 

Basic 
program 

Exercises 

Liberal arts and business skills 
(mathematical science, management strategy 
theory, data science, thought and philosophy, 
accounting and finance, etc.) 

New value creation proposals 
Alliances with other companies 
and research institutions, etc. 

Exchanges among and Further Development of the Personnel Who Are the Group’s Foundations
 NYK Digital Academy  ESG Navigator System

Now in its third year, the ESG Navigator System has evolved into a 
more agile system to facilitate the implementation of ESG 
management. Through this system, we expect ESG Navigators to 
think flexibly and take action while receiving a wide range of insight 
from external resources, thereby leading to the realization of ESG 
management. 

Short-term 
intensive 
exercises

Design thinking exercises in 
collaboration with overseas
universities, etc. 

A lecture 

Number of 
ESG Navigator System participants 

(FY)

Total number of 
graduates:

Examples of activities 

In-house 
lectures 

Workshops 

 Global NYK Group Week
Held since FY2002, this training program promotes exchanges across 
national, company, and divisional boundaries and enables national 
staff to acquire the leadership skills that will make the NYK Group 
more competitive. 

6
9

12

12

12

10

14

FY2019
 (2nd half) 

FY2021 

FY2020 

FY2022 
(1st half) 

FY2023 

Related Key Themes | Developing
talent management Enhancing employee engagement Ensuring diversity and inclusion

In FY2022, for the first time in three 
years, trainees attended the 
program face-to-face. Selected from 
around the world, 15 employees 
participated in workshops and made 
presentations to executive officers. 

75 
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 Alliance with local insurance company
BPI MS in April 2022 
Beginning of sale of non-life insurance under 
preferential terms 

 Alliance with Japan Airlines in December 
2022
Launch of services promoting tourism to Japan 

 Alliance with local property company 
DDC Land in June 2023
Offering of properties at special prices for crew 
members 

 Alliance with Mitsubishi Motors Philippines 
in July 2023 
Marketing of vehicles at special prices for crew 
members 

 Alliance with Kubota Philippines in October 
2023
Offering of agricultural machinery at special prices for 
crew members

 Investment in MarCoPay 
by MUFG Bank in March 2022 
Contribution to the establishment and expansion 
of new services such as savings and investment

 Beginning of discussions with local banks regarding 
savings accounts 
Establishment of relationships to better facilitate loan screening for 
crew members and stepped-up offering of loans to crew members 

 Initiation of study on the formation of investment 
opportunities 
Creation of investment opportunities unique to MarCoPay and 
support for asset formation in preparation for retirement 

 Expansion of in-house financing services in 
January 2021 
Expansion of the scope of preferential loans for crew 
members and provision of loans to more crew members 
with terms suited to their credit rating

 Alliances with local banks such as Security Bank 
in April 2022 
Establishment of relationships to better facilitate 
automobile and housing-related loan screening for crew 
members and the marketing of automobile and housing-
related loans for crew members 

Financing, insurance, and 
purchasing support services 

Financial
platform 

Financing 
(Electronic money, 
transfer, payment, 
exchange savings, 
and QR Payment2024) 

Transfer 

Cash out Salary
disbursement 

Expansion of loan services 
Savings account services (planned) 

Investment services (planned) 

Purchasing 

Asset formation 

Credit 

MarCoPay is a life-supporting platform for crew members that uses electronic money. Since the launch of the service in June 2021, its 
user base has been expanding steadily. At present, more than 17,000 people use the platform. Through the MarCoPay platform, we aim 
to actualize the potential value of the crew member community and thereby circulate this value. 
We will continue evolving MarCoPay with our sights set on a mission to co-create a variety of services with diverse partners and to 
support the happiness of crew members and their families. 

Better Quality of Life for Crew Members through Expansion of MarCoPay Services 
Related Key Themes | Co-creating to achieve our mission

of “Bringing value to life” Co-existing with local communities
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• Improving design efficiency by front-loading design* 
• Enabling collaborative design operations between shipbuilders 

and shipowners through the utilization of 3D models that realize 
front-loading 

1

Project members 

Development and 
design planning Basic design Detailed design Production design Construction Ship operations and ship management 

Charterers, shipowners, and shipyards Crew members and ship 
management companies  

* This method gives priority to important decisions and design elements in the early 
  stages of the design process. It heightens efficiency and quality in later development 
  processes and in change control. 

Design of New Ships and Reform of Ship Management Operations through Utilization of 3D Models
In April 2023, the NYK Group established the Ship Business Group with the aim of contributing to the resolution of issues such as 
maritime clusters as well as to the safety and sustainability of shipbuilding and maritime transportation through the broad external 
dissemination of technologies the Group has developed to date. 
In shipbuilding and post-completion ship management, many unresolved issues remain. One of the issues is that design information is 
shared with stakeholders in the form of 2D drawings, making the sorting of hull information difficult. 
To solve such issues and improve the efficiency of shipbuilding and post-completion ship management, we are creating a system that 
increases overall integration by sharing design information with stakeholders in the form of 3D models and establishing a common 
understanding. 

Workflow through to ship completion 

Utilizing 3D models to 
increase product competitiveness 

Combining design data and 
data on ship operations 

• Using 3D design data to organize 
completed digital drawings 

• Utilizing such data for maintenance 
management, design feedback, and 
crew training

Observers 

Related Key Themes | Co-creating to achieve our mission
of “Bringing value to life”

Complying with occupational
health and safety
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Initiatives to Ensure Respect for Human Rights throughout the Value Chain
Under the leadership and commitment of senior management and in accordance with the United Nations Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights, the NYK Group promotes respect for human rights through collaboration 
among the UN Global Compact Promotion Committee, the ESG Strategy Committee, and related in-house 
departments. We also regularly receive expert advice from a third-party organization (Caux Round Table Japan). 
To further strengthen the abovementioned efforts, we regularly hold dialogues with stakeholders and other experts. 
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 Grievance Mechanism We have established a mechanism for handling grievances, and we offer victims access to remedy. 

The above policy was formulated in 
November 2022. To ensure that the Group 
fulfills its responsibility to respect the 
human rights of all stakeholders, the policy 
applies to all officers and employees. 
Moreover, we encourage all business 
partners involved in our businesses, 
products, and services to comply with the 
policy. 

 Establishment of the 
NYK Group Human 
Rights Policy 

 Human Rights Due Diligence 

Based on the results of the human 
rights impact assessment, related in-
house departments, Group companies, 
and business partners jointly 
examined corrective measures and 
checked their progress. 

Disclosure 

Implementation of appropriate 
countermeasures 

Follow-up assessment 

Disclosure via our website and integrated report Confirmation of the effectiveness of 
remedial measures

With reference to the results of a risk 
assessment conducted by a third-party 
organization, in June 2022 we held an 
in-house workshop for managers from 
10 groups in five related headquarters 
and divisions to identify salient human 
rights issues. 

A third-party organization conducted 
interviews with on-site workers to 
check the Group’s management of the 
identified salient human rights issues. 

Human rights risk 
assessment 

Human rights impact 
assessment 

Realization of Respect 
for Human 

Rights throughout 
the Value Chain 

Since the UK Modern Slavery Act came into 
force in 2015, the Group has published a 
statement every year. 

 Slavery and Human 
Trafficking Statement 

Related Key Themes | Respecting human rights Building sustainable
supply chains Fostering ethical workplaces
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Construction of an offshore 
wind power value chain The NYK 

Group 
Municipalities 
and educational

institutions 

Related 
companies 

Raising interest among the next generation in 
offshore development 

Renderings of 
crew member training 

A lecture at Akita Prefectural 
Oga Kaiyo High School 

Under a comprehensive partnership agreement with Akita Prefecture, NYK launched the operations of its Akita Branch in April 2022. 
The branch and the prefecture will collaborate in a partnership to revitalize the region in various ways. In addition to promoting 
renewable energy projects in fields such as offshore wind power generation and developing related personnel, the partnership will focus 
efforts on the further utilization of ports, development of ship-related personnel, tourism promotion, and advancement of environmental 
preservation. 
The Akita branch will serve as a new base for the Group in the Tohoku region, where offshore wind power generation is expected to 
grow. We will strengthen the operational capabilities of offshore wind power generation-related businesses and expand and enhance 
partner networks in each prefecture. 

Regional Development in Akita Prefecture through an Offshore Wind Power Generation Project 

─ To expand offshore wind power generation, the development of 
maintenance and management personnel is urgently required. In Akita 
Prefecture, we plan to establish a comprehensive training facility for 
workers and crew members. 

─ In collaboration with Akita Prefecture and the city of Oga, we will establish a 
training center for offshore wind power generation-related personnel and 
crew members that uses such facilities as those of Akita Prefectural Oga 
Kaiyo High School. As well as offering enhanced convenience and economy 
by making effective use of existing facilities, the center will pursue the 
broader goal of arousing school students’ interest so that it can develop and 
secure personnel over the long term. 

─ The center will utilize simulators to introduce training on CTV handling.

Development of personnel related to the 
offshore wind power value chain and 

other initiatives 

Contributing to decarbonization and the 
spread of renewable energy in Japan 

─ While leveraging our strengths, including our technological competence as 
well as expertise and networks cultivated in our offshore businesses, we will 
build businesses in collaboration with European partners. In this way, we will 
operate CTVs and self-elevated platform (SEP) vessels to support the value 
chain of offshore wind power generation in Japan. 

─ In July 2023, the CTV business began ship operations at Ishikari Bay New Port. 
Going forward, we will expand operations to general sea areas located off the 
coasts of Akita Prefecture and Chiba Prefecture. 

Research and 
study 

Transportation and 
logistics Installation Operation and 

maintenance 
Marine consulting 

Heavy-lift ships 

Module ships 

CTVs 

SEP vessels 

©CHORD ARCHITECTS

Related Key Themes | Co-existing with local
communities Preventing air pollution Developing talent management
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Perpetuation of Japanese Culture through  ASUKA CRUISES 

ASUKA×47

• Planning to decorate 47 guest 
rooms with specialties from each 
prefecture as an embodiment of 
regional revitalization 

Co-creation between 
ASUKA III and 
47 prefectures 

Shunkei Yahagi, the renowned 
calligrapher whose brushwork 
is used on ASUKA Ⅲ (飛鳥Ⅲ)

Co-creation with the
Japan Kōgei Association

• Exhibiting and selling craftwork 
on board 

• Hosting onboard lectures by 
holders of important intangible 
cultural properties (“living 
national treasures”) 

• Offering tours of workshops at 
ports of call 

Co-creation in relation 
to Japan’s traditional 

arts and culture
• Providing cultural experience cruises 
• Offering opportunities to gain insight 

into various traditional performing 
arts, such as Bunraku, Kyogen,  
Kabuki, and sumo

Bunraku Kyogen 

Kabuki 

Large-scale lacquer
artwork adorning
the atrium

Kazumi Murose, living national treasure 
in the traditional art of "maki-e" 
(Japanese lacquerware sprinkled 
 with gold or silver powder)

Onboard museum of art
ASUKA III

• Co-creating with living national 
treasures and cultural figures

• Heightening the profile of Japanese 
culture even further

ASUKA Ⅱ

ASUKA Ⅲ

Photograph supplied 
by Hideya Katsura 

Related Key Themes | Co-existing with local
communities

Enhancing employee
engagement

Operated by NYK Group company NYK Cruises, ASUKA II is the largest Japan-registered cruise ship and has led the development of 
Japan’s cruise culture. To serve as a bridge between the past and future of ASUKA CRUISES, ASUKA III will commence service in 2025, 
giving us two cruise ships. 
Going forward, both ships will increase their contribution to regional revitalization and heighten the profile of Japanese culture by 
promoting exchanges among people and linking regions through cruise culture. 
At the same time, motivated by a desire to realize cruise ships that cater precisely to cruise passengers’ needs, we will pay close 
attention to every moment of the cruise experience and provide services that are even more wholeheartedly crafted. 
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